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Abstract
Low and intermediate temperature ignition of n― butane is studied using a tano.ed condition
behind a■ e■ ected shotk wave.The ta■ ored condition is establshed with long periods of constant
PIeSSure and temperature.The■ uctuation of tempeFature is estemated from the FeSults of the
experilnent and nume■ ical calculation.
The ignition delay time fol the stoichiometFiC m破 tu■ e of n― butane and o対 gen 80%dinted

by argon with a tFaCe amount of carbon diox■de is obtained at a wide tempeFature between
785 and 1485 K and pressure between 1 5 and 6.O atm. The ignitio■
induction tilne at the

high temperature agrees wen with the data by Burcat et al and becomes m涵 mum at the
low temperature,that is,it is close to the negative temperatu■ e coefncient regio■ The results
p■ omises the new era of the low temperature chemistry by the shock tube experiment

l lntroduction
Extensive stuと es on low and mediuln temperature oxldation and ignition mechanism of hydro
carbons and other species have been performed recently since the importance of low and medium
temperature chemistry(500‑1200K)is realiZed in many applicatiOns such as ig五 tion and knochng
in the internal combustion engine. However the method of study at low and medum temperature
has not been established: the nash photolysis is applied at very low temperature;the rapid com―
pression machine has a compression period where chenlistry proceeds;the■
ow reactor is good at the

temperature 1000 to 1300 K;the shock tube was used at the temperature hgher than 1200 K
The tailored conditiOn tech五 que behind the renected shOck wave gives an answer to the low
temperature chenllstry research. There are few reports on the shock tube study using the tailored
condition Just and co■ eagues performed the measurements using the tailored condition The sin■
study on the induction period of n― heptane/oxygen mixture is recently performedけ Ciezh

lar

and

Admeit(Ref l).
The present study shows the estabhshment of the tai10red condition behind the renected shock

wave, the optical measurement of the vibrational temperature using C02 enllSsions, the ig五 tion

butane/oxygen血 xture at the pressure 1 5 6.O atm udng the detreloped tech―
五que of the tailored condition. Since some researchers sholved that the chenllcal induction time
can be very sensitive to temperature variations whch occur due to non―
unifornllties behind shock

induction period Of n―

wave(Ref 2),the■ uctuatiOns of temperature during the tai10red condition are estimated.
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2 Experilnent
The Present study is perfOrmed by a single― pulse st読 nless steel shock tube Of 5 08 cm i.d. and

5 86 m length with a O.l m3 dump tank(Fig.1)A leak rate Of l.O Pa/min or less and the iゴ
tial
vacuum condition of 0 1 Pa。 ■less alle attained. N― butane is a research grade 99 8%pure,carbon

dOxide,argon,helium,and Oxygen are NihOn O対 gen Grade 99.99%pure.The stOichiOmetric
n butane/oxygen/Carbon diO対 side/argOn(=0027/0.173/0.001/0.799)miXture is prepared for the
ignitiOn inductiOn period experilnent. The shock speed is obt証 ned by a mult卜 channel time cOunter

signaled from aメ eZoelectric transducer(Kistler 601H)The pressure and temperattre behind a
renected shock wave is cttculated from the shock■ elations taking into account of the temperature
dependency Of species enthalpy and the boundary la.yer efect based On the Mirels'theOry The time
histOry of the temperature is obtained using the relatiOn between the infrared enllssion intensity of

C02 thrOugh a 4 2 μm wide band infrared fllter and the computed temperature. The autOignitiOn
inductiOn time is measured using the OH ultraviolet enusdOn detected by the photonlultiplier after

passing thrOugh a 10 cm monochrOmator(JASCO CT 10)

3 NumLeriCal Calculation
ln order tO simulate the 10w Of the shock tube, One dimensinal Euler equation including twO

species Eq l was sdved with the fOl10wing assumptions,(1)the■ OW ield is one― dimensional;(2)the
driver g¨ and the test gas are uniform lnittture gas which can be cOIlsidered as a single gas;(3)the
gas spec五 c heatis a polynOnnal oftemperature,but the equation of state fOr ideal gas is used;(4)the
external forces such as gravity are neglected,
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The quantities ρ,T,P,u and Yl are densith temperature,pressure,velocittt and mass fraction of
The dri,er gas and the test gas are assumed to be unifolnl,therefore each gas
can be represented by one mass fraction The quantity E is
test gas,respective15み
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is a specinc enthalpy,and CPtis a specinc heat at cOnstant volume Ofthe i―

the real gas e■ ct and is apprcmmatedけ

th species which includes

a polynomial sO as tO match with the data of」

table according tO CHEMKIN method(Ref 3):
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These equation are solved using the second order accuracy larten and Yee type TVD― upwind
scheme The bOundary conditiOns at both end wal1 0f the shock tube a■
e renective. Since the length
of the shOck tube used in the present study is 5860 mm,grid points are taken by 5861.
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Results and]Discussion
The tailored conditionsin the wide temperature range are obtined for the several driver nllxtures;

He/Ar=7/0,5.5/1.5,5/2,4/3,in atmosphere.The test nnxture to develop a calibration curve for
t譴 lo■ ed

conditions contins O.5%C02 and 99 5%Ar,whch is lrl■

xed in a rnixture tank at least

for a day before the experiment. The tailored condtion with a long duration time of the constant
pressure and infrared emission intensity is obt

ned by changing the initial gas pressure several times

at the■ xed driver gas pressure and ttng ratio
The 4 2μ m infrared emission intensity from a trace amoullt of C02(<0・ 05%)behind renected
shock vrave is measured and plotted for the computed temperature in Fig 2 CTenerally the relatiOn

alnong the C02 μ3 band elrussion intensity I,the initial C02 COnCentration Nσ
behind re■ ected shock wave T6 is

I

ο2 and the temperature

￨

t2リ
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where θv is the v■ brational characteristic temperature and about 3379 1 K The characteristic
temperature obtained from Fig. 2 is 3735 2 K which is very close to the theoretical one The
ilnportant pdnt in Fig. 2 is that both tailored and non― tailored temperatures are deternuned from
the relation in Fig. 2.
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In Order tO estimate the luctuation width of the temperature behind renected shock wave,the
method described by Stepanek(Ref 5)has been chOsen by difFeralltiating the Eq 2 as following:

tP,

From this method,the■ uctuation width of temperature behind reflected shock wave in the case
nssible errOr of this type Of experiment. On
of Fig. 3 is estemated 36.9K.This value can be perl■
the other hand,the estimation from the computation is about l10 K.The lattel value may becOme
e.Therefore l10
large because the temperature dependence Of the enthalpy was neglected in this cぉ
K can be lowered by using the real gぉ e■ ect
The chelllllcal induction time can be sensitive to temperature■ uctuations due to the nonunト
folnuties behind renected shock waves Fig 4 shows the two types of ignition delay time for the
ned in the t説 lored condition at the pressure
stoichiometric n butane/oxygen nlixture;one iS Obt五

l.5‑4 0 atm which has both constant temperature and pressure during the duration and another in
the non― tilored condition at the pressure 4.0‑7 0 atm which hぉ

Only cOnstant pressure duration
and decreasing temperature. If the results in the non― tailored conditiOns would be obt五 ned in the
tailored conditiOns,their induction times would become shorter.
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Conclusion
The usefulness and validity of ta10red cOnditiOn behnd a reflected shock wave are shown and

are apphed for measuring the igゴ tion hducdon pe五 od ofthe n― butane/∝ ygen nlixture tt the low

The temperature luctuation widths behind renected shock wave are
and medun■ temperature
estimated using the method of Stepanek and computing of one― dilnensional Euler equation respec―
tively A rather high l・ alue from the latter method will decrease with the temperature dependency
of the enthalpy
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